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Veeam Cloud Connect
Secure, Affordable Offsite
Backups and Replicas in the Cloud

Simply point your Veeam backup
and/or replica jobs to Concero’s
secure cloud and enjoy offsite
backups and disaster recovery
without the cost and complexity of

from Concero’s hosted backup and
replica repositories directly from the
Veeam console and track cloud
repository consumption.

It’s as easy as point-and-click to secure your
Veeam backups & replicas on our cloud.
maintaining an offsite infrastructure.
End-to-end encryption means you
can rest easy. All data is encrypted
before it leaves your network
perimeter without negatively
impacting data compression and
WAN acceleration functionality.
Get complete visibility and control
into your cloud backups and
replication. Access and recover data

Leverage Veeam’s modern backup
technology, including: backup copy
jobs with built-in WAN acceleration,
forever incremental backups, GFS
(grandfather-father-son) retention
policies, and more — all built into
one product
Pay a monthly fee for only the cloud
storage used. There is no
infrastructure to buy or manage,

making the solution affordable for
small and medium sized business.
All of your data is stored at a toptier, SSAE 16 SOC II certified data
center located in Kelowna, BC.
FAST FACTS

3-2-1 Rule
The 3-2-1 rule states that you
need to keep three copies of
your data, stored on two types
of media, with one copy being
off site.
Getting backups off site can be
challenging due to limited
bandwidth, exploding data
volumes and a lack of resources
required to build or maintain a
true off site backup repository.
With Veeam Cloud Connect you
can master the 3-2-1 rule
without dumping money and
resources into a second site or
expensive connectivity
upgrades. Just leverage a secure
cloud backup repository from
Concero and take advantage of
Veeam’s built-in WAN
acceleration technology.

Veeam Cloud Connect
Simple and Secure Offsite Backups


Veeam Cloud Connect integrates Concero’s
backup repositories directly into your Veeam
backup console.



Backups are securely transferred over a single,
secure SSL/TLS connection, making firewall
configuration simple and eliminating the need
for a VPN connection.



Access and recover data in hosted backup
repositories directly from the backup console;
track cloud repository consumption and
receive reminders for hosted storage
renewals.



One-click failover orchestration for quick
execution and site failover testing for failover
simulation, without disrupting production
workloads.



Single-port connectivity via a secure, reliable
TLS/ SSL (Transport Layer Security/Secure
Sockets Layer) connection to a service
provider with traffic encryption.



Multiple traffic-reduction technologies,
including built-in WAN acceleration and
replica seeding.



To get started simply point your replica jobs
to Concero’s secure cloud with the credentials
we provide.

Advanced DR-as-a-Service Option


Asynchronously replicate VMware and
HyperV VMs to Concero’s secure cloud.



Full-site failover to a remote DR site from
anywhere with just a few clicks through a
secure web portal and partial-site failover to
instantly switch over to selected VM replicas
only.



Full and partial failback to restore normal
business operations.



Built-in network extension appliances to
simplify networking complexity and preserve
communication with and between running
VMs, regardless of the physical location.

Secure Data in Transit and at Rest


SSAE 16 SOC II certified data center.



Data transferred over Secure Sockets Layer
(SSL) encrypted connections.



Server Side Encryption (SSE), using 256-bit
Advanced Encryption Standard (256-bit AES)
in transit and at rest.



Concero service-level agreement (SLA) with
five nines reliability.

ABOUT CONCERO

Concero is a managed cloud services provider. We
fuel our customer's growth and profitability by
solving challenging IT problems through reliable,
secure, and cost-effective cloud solutions.
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